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Abstract—Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) has emerged
as a prospective technology that improves the productivity
and automation level for industrial applications. Devices from
cooperative IIoT domains will communicate and collaborate on
the increasingly complicated manufacturing tasks. To secure
cross-domain device collaborations, we propose combining the
blockchain with multi-factor authentication. Because the multi-
factor authentication conforms to IIoT devices’ operation modes
and brings higher security levels, and the blockchain technology
contributes to building trust among different domains. However,
this combined usage still has limitations in terms of the potential
loss of factor attack, the storage overhead on the blockchain, and
the contradiction between efficiency and privacy preservation.
Motivated by these facts, in this paper, we develop a privacy-
preserving blockchain-based multi-factor device authentication
protocol for cross-domain IIoT. Specifically, multiple factors are
additionally encoded by the hardware fingerprint into random
numbers, before being transformed into key materials. The
blockchain only stores each domain’s dynamic accumulator,
which accumulates derived key materials for devices, thereby
reducing the overhead. Moreover, the on-chain accumulator is
leveraged to efficiently verify the unlinkable identities of cross-
domain IIoT devices. The security of our protocol is formally
proved, and the security features and functionalities are respec-
tively discussed. A proof-of-concept prototype was implemented
to prove the efficiency and reliability. The comparison results
indicate that the on-chain storage is greatly reduced. Finally, the
smart contract’s performance was evaluated to show scalability.

Index Terms—Industrial Internet of Things, blockchain, cross-
domain IIoT, multi-factor authentication, security and privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUSTRIAL Internet of Things (IIoT) has recently
emerged as a promising machine-oriented platform for

industrial areas. Industrial assets (e.g., IIoT devices, resources,
and systems) are interconnected through machine-to-machine
links to assist the advent of digital and smart manufacturing
[1]. The operational processes are combined with information
technology to activate remote real-time access, flexible data
collection and sharing, and on-demand command, etc [2].
As a result, various innovative IIoT applications have been
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spawned, including healthcare service, production manage-
ment, food supply chain, and public security [3], etc. To ef-
ficiently finish the increasingly complicated production tasks,
the cloud-based network enables IIoT devices from different
cooperative domains to flexibly exchange information and
collaborate. Hence, the cross-domain collaboration in IIoT
could significantly improve the productivity, thereby becoming
a prospective industrial production mode [4].

However, implementing the cross-domain collaboration in
IIoT is a non-trivial task, since there exist non-negligible
security, privacy, and trust problems. IIoT devices deployed in
open areas may be threatened by physical, cloning attacks as
well as the malicious impersonation. And, the public channel
that transmits the sensitive information is prone to active
or passive attack, such as replay attack or eavesdropping.
Furthermore, entities in each domain would only trust their
domain administrator, and it becomes an open problem to
build trust among different domains. Therefore, the significant
role of cross-domain device authentication in securing the
cross-domain collaborations is evident, as it can effectively
build trust among entities in different domains, make them
authenticate each other, and establish a trustworthy session
key to protect the public channel.

Multi-factor authentication protocols have recently been
proposed by simultaneously combining multiple factors (e.g.,
PIN, password, hardware, biometrics) from uses and devices,
to provide better security protection for IIoT systems [5]. This
security mechanism conforms to IIoT applications well, as
finishing production tasks not only needs devices to operate
independently, but also requires the human-device interaction.
The multi-factor authentication is usually deployed in a closed
domain, where a trusted domain administrator is relied on
to issue and distribute certificates (or keys) for devices and
servers [6], [7]. However, it is difficult for the administrator
of one single domain to build trust among different domains
as well as be fully trusted by all entities in other domains.
Therefore, the multi-factor authentication cannot be directly
applied to cross-domain IIoT scenarios.

The prospective blockchain technology is essentially a
distributed and decentralized public digital ledger [8]. Data
will be trustfully synchronized among peer nodes from serval
different domains in the form of transactions, needless of
relying on a trusted central authority. This feature has been
leveraged by the existing security mechanisms [9]–[16] to
build trust among different domains. Therefore, it is reasonable
to combine the blockchain with multi-factor authentication.
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However, when applying the combination of blockchain and
multi-factor authentication to secure device collaborations and
communications in cross-domain IIoT, the following issues
still need to be addressed:

• The potential loss of factor attack: To prevent the known
attacks [17] to the multi-factor database at server-side,
the state-of-the-art studies [5], [6] proposed mapping
factors to random numbers, and stored them in the form
of public keys. However, these multi-factor protection
methods have not considered the potential loss of fac-
tor attack existing in IIoT scenarios. Devices usually
need to undertake automatic production tasks without
the human-machine interaction. As a result, IIoT devices
should independently provide sensitive factors (e.g PIN,
serial number, MAC address) for authentication. The
requirement of these device factors would lead to the
loss of factor attack, as the attacker could derive these
factors from the captured IIoT devices by power analysis
[18]. These compromised factors would be further used
to perform the malicious impersonation. Therefore, the
resistance to the loss of factor attack should be included
in the protection method for multiple factors.

• The contradiction between efficiency and privacy preser-
vation: Usually, there are two ways of leveraging the
blockchain to develop cross-domain authentication pro-
tocols. The first category registers public keys in the
blockchain ledger in advance [10], [12]. The server could
retrieve these keys by querying the blockchain ledger
as needed. Another category transmits one-time pseudo
public keys in the form of new transactions during the
authentication [4], [11], [14]. The advantage of the first
category is its high efficiency, since the server only
needs to query the local copy of the ledger, needless
of proposing new transactions. However, this category
only encodes real identities into public keys to ensure
anonymity. It is still possible for attackers to link different
messages to the queried public key as well as the re-
questor device. The second category is privacy-preserving
to support unlinkability by sending a one-time public key
for each request, but the efficiency is constrained by the
throughput of transactions. Therefore, it needs to explore
how to simultaneously meet the requirements of high
efficiency and privacy preservation.

• Storage overhead on the blockchain: To build trust among
domains, each domain server should store a copy of the
blockchain ledger and maintain a key-value state database
(e.g., LevelDB) locally for the recorded transactions [19].
Hence, with the number of the on-chain public keys
built from multiple factors and domains growing, the
domain server is required to have decent disk and RAM
capacities to accept the increasing overhead. The research
[4] utilized the off-chain storage to reduce the data written
on the blockchain. And, the blockchain data structure was
optimized by adopting the RSA accumulator in work [20]
and the Merkle Patricia Tree in work [21]. These studies
all reduce the overhead by changing the conventional
storage structure of the blockchain. Is it possible to

address the on-chain storage issue from the aspect of the
application (authentication) protocol layer?

To tackle the aforementioned problems, an efficient and
privacy-preserving multi-factor authentication protocol using
blockchain for cross-domain IIoT is proposed in this paper. To
the best of our knowledge, it is the first work that combines
blockchain and multi-factor authentication in a cross-domain
IIoT environment. Our protocol can resist the potential loss of
factor attack and greatly reduce the on-chain storage overhead.
Besides, our work is also a novel attempt to both achieve
high efficiency and privacy preserving in blockchain-based
cross-domain authentication. Our contributions are discussed
as follows:

(1) We design a hardware-assisted multi-factor key deriva-
tion method via physically unclonable functions (PUFs), which
both prevents the system from the potential loss of factor attack
and guarantees the security of multiple factors at server-side.

(2) We develop a novel cross-domain trust-building method
by leveraging the on-chain dynamic accumulator to accumu-
late derived keys for IIoT devices with multiple factors. The
blockchain only stores each domain’s accumulator, needless
of directly recording a large number of device keys, thereby
greatly reducing the on-chain storage overhead.

(3) We propose integrating the on-chain accumulator into
cross-domain device authentication to efficiently verify the
unlinkable identities of devices from different IIoT domains.
As a result, the requirements of high efficiency and privacy
preservation could be satisfied simultaneously.

(4) A formal security proof is given based on BAN Logic,
and the discussion of security features and functionalities is
included in security analysis. A proof-of-concept prototype of
our protocol was implemented to evaluate the performance.

The remaining part of this paper proceeds as follows. The
related work is reviewed in Section II, and the preliminaries
and system model are discussed in Sections III and IV. Section
V describes our protocol in detail. The security analysis is
given in Section VI, and the performance is evaluated in
Section VII. Finally, we conclude our work in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the multi-factor authentication
protocols and blockchain-based cross-domain security mech-
anisms. And, the unresolved common problems and specific
contributions of relevant studies are summarized in Table I.

A. Multi-factor Authentication with Factors Protection

In this part, we review multi-factor authentication pro-
tocols with factors protection, which authenticates multiple
factors (e.g., password, biometrics, hardware) simultaneously
at server-side to bring higher security levels. To protect the
multi-factor database in the server, Li et al. [6] developed a
multi-factor harden service via the oblivious pseudo random
function to prevent the attack to the stored factors. And,
the low-interactivity authentication was also designed based
on smooth protective hash function to mitigate the latency.
Similarly, in work [5], Zhang et al. proposed a parallel model
to take in multiple factors for authentication. These factors
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF UNRESOLVED COMMON PROBLEMS AND SPECIFIC CONTRIBUTIONS OF EXISTING PROTOCOLS

Category of Protocols Unresolved common problems Protocols Specific contributions

Multi-factor authentication
with factors protection

1. Potential loss of factor attack
2. Trust among different domains

[5] Their work improves the single-factor authentication and addresses
the arisen issues of security and efficiency.

[6] It contributes to providing a low-interactivity secure multi-factor
protocol in the standard model.

[22] Privacy-preserving remote multi-factor authentication is constructed
by leveraging Pedersen commitment.

Blockchain-based
cross-domain authentication

3. Contradiction between efficiency
and privacy preservation

4. On-chain storage overhead from
protocol layer

[11] A dynamic key management framework is developed to transmit
secret keys in the form of blockchain transactions.

[12] Smart contract is used in their work to manage public keys and sys-
tem parameters to efficiently support cross-domain authentication.

[14] The blockchain is combined with a key derivation method to realize
an effective certificate management.

[4] The identity-based cryptography is combined with the blockchain
to ensure cross-domain device communications.

[21] Their work utilizes the Merkle Patricia Tree to improve blockchain’s
data structure and reduce the storage overhead.

Cross-domain authentication
of combined usage Address all above-mentioned issues Our

work
We proposed combining blockchain with multi-factor authentication
to secure cross-domain device communications and collaborations.

will be transformed into public elements to realize the secure
storage. Liu et al. [23] designed a secure remote multi-
factor scheme, which leverages the chaotic map to provide
shorter key size and reduce the communication overhead. The
work [22] developed a privacy-preserving ZKPoK protocol for
multiple factors. The Pedersen commitment was constructed to
authenticate user passwords and biometrics at the same time.

In general, there exist two common problems impeding the
integration of multi-factor authentication with cross-domain
IIoT. The first problem is how to build trust among different
domains. Second, although the security of multiple factors at
server-side is ensure in these studies, the device-side would
still be threatened by the loss of factor attack.

B. Blockchain-based Cross-domain Security Mechanisms

State-of-the-art review papers [24]–[27] have focused on the
combination of blockchain and IoT. The concept of blockchain
of Tings (BCoT) was proposed by Dai et al. in work [24].
They introduced the convergence of these two technologies
and the related industrial applications. Moreover, several major
challenges and potential solutions were all summarized. Ferrag
et al. did a remarkable survey [25], which provides a clas-
sification of threat models for blockchain-based IoT (BIoT),
and reviews the researches for BIoT security and privacy to
show future challenges. Besides, they concluded the evaluation
techniques for consensus algorithms and security analysis in
survey [27]. This work also gave a guidance on evaluating the
performance of blockchain-based security and privacy solu-
tions for IoT. In addition, Kai et al. [26] performed a review
of security challenges and potential research directions with
respect to the deployment of smart contracts in IoT. Inspired
by these surveys, the blockchain have been leveraged to build
trust among different domains. A large number of blockchain-
based security mechanisms have recently been proposed to
improve security for cross-domain systems.

Ali et al. [9] proposed a blockchain-based framework called
xDBAuth for cross-domain IIoT users and devices. In their
work, a hierarchy of local and global smart contract was

developed to perform the permission delegation and access
control, which resists illegal delegations and preserves the
user privacy at the same time. This master-slave hierarchical
structure has also been used to construct cross-domain trust
access mechanisms [28] for power terminals, and improve
the efficiency and data credibility for cross-domain IoT au-
thentication [15]. In addition, Wang et al. [29] leveraged
undirected graph to build authentication relationships for IIoT
devices. The digital signature and accumulator were combined
to achieve the signature transitivity among different domains.

For access control, IoT Passport [30] was constructed as
a trust framework to support collaborations among cross-
platform devices. The blockchain will store the signatures of
collaborative device operations. The signature will be used to
realize the authorization and build the incentive mechanism.
The work [31] proposed a blockchain-based hierarchical ac-
cess control for user privacy-oriented scenarios. The multi-
blockchain architecture was utilized to meet the requirements
of low-latency and high-scalability.

The identity-based cryptography was also combined with
the blockchain for cross-domain IoT in work [4], [32], [33].
Jia et al. [32] used the blockchain to replace the traditional
trusted certificate authority and supported the identity-based
self-authentication. To achieve the unlinkable cross-domain
device authentication [4], the blockchain network is responsi-
ble for transmitting the one-time identity-based public keys to
different IIoT domains. Moreover, Chen et al. [33] developed
a decentralized identity management to avoid single point
failure. And, the consensus algorithms was used to transmit the
identity information to different domains without disclosing
the user privacy.

In a typical cross-domain area of transportation, a condi-
tional privacy-preserving protocol was developed by Lin et
al. [14]. They proposed using a key derivation method that
periodically updates public key pairs to reduce the key storage
overhead. Moreover, a modified signature scheme was de-
signed to support batch verification of transactions to improve
efficiency. Similarly, in research [11], the transactions will be
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signed by the sender, and the information encrypted by the
public key of the destination server will be transmitted through
the blockchain network. Moreover, an optimized transaction
collection algorithm was introduced for better performance.
Kang et al. [34] proposed combining a reputation-based data
sharing scheme with the blockchain to realize the high-quality
authorized data sharing and secure data storage in vehicular
edge computing. The reputation of vehicles will be managed
by a three-weight subject logic model.

For heterogeneous wireless networks, Li et al. [12] pro-
posed a smart contract-based cross-domain authentication by
recording the public keys of the access point in the blockchain.
The on-chain public keys efficiently verified users’ certificates.
Cheng et al. [16] designed a mutual authentication scheme
for collaborative edge computing. The decentralization, the
anonymity, the mobility of devices are ensured in their work.
The work [13] solved the problem of “incomplete cross-
domain” based on the blockchain. The participants from dif-
ferent domains enables to adopt completely different settings.

All these blockchain-based cross-domain mechanisms have
not considered to reduce the on-chain storage overhead from
the aspect of the protocol layer. Besides, the efficiency and
unlinkability also have not been simultaneously achieved in
these studies.

Overall, it is promising to leverage the combination of
blockchain and multi-factor authentication in our work to se-
cure cross-domain device communications and collaborations.
However, the above-mentioned unresolved problems existing
in this combined usage still remain to be addressed.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. A Hardware-assisted Multi-factor Key derivation Method

PUFs could be regarded as hardware fingerprints and physi-
cal roots, which are derived from the manufacturing variations
of integrated circuits. PUFs usually act as a secure one-way
function {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m. A n-bit challenge is taken in to
output an unpredictable and unclonable m-bit response. We
propose combing PUFs with the key derivation method BIP32
to support the device authentication and key protection.

Specifically, the physically secure PUF response fisrt com-
bines with different random numbers, to generate unique PUF
seeds for different working modes in IIoT applications. The
PUF seed will encode multiple factors into random numbers.
Then, random numbers are transformed into private/public key
pairs using BIP32 based on elliptic curve cryptography. The
server-side only stores public keys, thus, ensuring the security
of multi-factor database. Even if factors are revealed, the
private key could not be recovered correctly without the PUF
seed. This is also the core that our protocol could resist the loss
of factor attack. Moreover, the security threat of key leakage
[14] existing in BIP32 is solved in our method by inserting a
variable and recoverable secret ci into the generation process
of child private key ski,j . Our key derivation shown in Fig. 1
is detailed as follows:

1) Parent secret key derivation: The parent secret key
derivation algorithm is (ki, ci)=DerivePsk(R, ri, factors),
where R, ri, i, factors denote the PUF response, the random
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Fig. 1. A hardware-assisted multi-factor key derivation method.

number, the working mode, and factor list. The PUF seed
K(root,i) is first calculated by H1(R||ri). Then, the input
factors ft∈(0,1,2...n) and the working mode i are encoded by
the PUF seed into random numbers f∗t , which are further
transformed into parent secret keys (ki, ci).
Remark: Each IIoT device could choose different working

modes to perform the automatic production tasks or human-
machine interaction.

2) Child private key derivation: The child private key
derivation algorithm is defined as Cski,j=DeriveCsk(ki, ci, j).
The elliptic curve cryptography transforms elements ci and
ki to Ci and Ki by scalar multiplying the curve gener-
ator P . Then, the child private key ski,j is computed as
kiH3,H1(Ci)(Ki||j) + ci, where j is the number of the child
private/public key pair.

3) Child public key derivation: The child public key deriva-
tion algorithm is denoted as Cpki,j=DeriveCpk(Ki, Ci, j).
The child public key is calculated as Cpki,j = pki,j =
KiH + Ci, where H = H3,H1(Ci)(Ki||j).

B. Dynamic Accumulators

The accumulator is featured by accumulating a set S of
values (x1, x2, x3..., xn) into an element ∆. This is also the
core of our protocol that reduces the storage overhead on the
blockchain. The initialization of the accumulator refers to the
method in [35]. A Type 3 bilinear group (G1,G2,GT , r, e) is
first selected for the accumulator. G1, G2, and GT are the
cyclic groups of prime order r, and e denotes the bilinear
mapping function: G1×G2 −→ GT . Then, y ∈ Z∗r is selected
to compute Ŷ = gy2 , Y = gy1 , where g1, g2 are the generators
of G1 and G2. And, the element ∆ is computed as g̃

∏ n
1 (y+xi)

with g̃ ∈ G1 and the value set S.
For each value xi, there exists a witness Wi = ∆1/(y+xi).

If the value xi is included in the accumulator, the equation
e(∆, g2) = e(Wi, Ŷ g

xi
2 ) will hold. Our protocol leverages

this novel feature to verify the unlinkable identities of cross-
domain IIoT devices. Furthermore, the dynamic accumulator
supports the revoke or update of accumulated values.

This paper also constructs a zero-knowledge proof of
knowledge method to verify whether xi is included in the
accumulator ∆. First, the random number rw ∈ Zr is chosen
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by the prover and combined with the value xi of the prover
to generate three elements X = (Ŷ )rw, K = H4(rw||xi)xi,
R = g

H4(rw||xi)
2a . Then, the verifier only needs to verify the

equation e(Wi, Xg
K
2a) ==?e(∆, R) with Wi, X , K, needless

of acquiring the actual value of xi.

C. Blockchain and Smart Contract

The blockchain emerges as a distributed and decentralized
ledger, the data of which is tamper-proofing, highly available,
and synchronized among the peer nodes in the form of
transactions [36]. The peer node will keep a copy of the
digital ledger and build the recorded transactions into a state
key-value database by invoking the smart contract. In this
paper, the key is the blockchain address of each domain, and
the value is the domain information. The domain information
(H1(DID), PPa, version,∆, PKsa) includes the hash value
of the domain identity H1(DID), the public parameters PPa,
the accumulator ∆, the version, and the public key of the
domain server PKsa. By this way, the blockchain could
effectively build trust among different domains.
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Fig. 2. System model.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

A. System Model

The system model is composed of the blockchain and mul-
tiple domains. As is presented in Fig. 2, each domain contains
the trusted authority (TA), the server, and IIoT devices.

(1) Trusted authority (TA): The TA is trusted by all the
entities in each domain, and registers IIoT devices and the
domain server. Moreover, the TA also manages the on-chain
domain information by invoking the smart contract.

(2) IIoT device: IIoT devices are deployed in one designated
IIoT domain to finish the production tasks or interact with the
users. In this paper, IIoT devices are not lightweight and will
provide multiple factors as well as afford the elliptic curve
cryptography. They could communicate with the intra-domain
server, or connect with the entities in other domains to make
cross-domain collaborations.

(3) Server: The server of each domain has decent capa-
bilities to provide various services, such as data collection,
real-time access, and data analysis. The server could query
the blockchain ledger to acquire other domains’ information.

(4) Blockchain: The blockchain acts as a public ledger to
manage the domain information. The TA and the server of
each domain all join the blockchain to register, update, query,
or revoke the domain information by invoking or querying the
smart contract. Hence, there are two basic requirements for
the blockchain: (1) the platform should be robust and secure;
(2) the smart contract function should be supported.

Based on these requirements, it is really convenient and
efficient to transplant current blockchain platforms into our
system. We only need to deploy the TA and server of each
domain as peer nodes of the chosen platform (e.g., Hyper-
ledger Fabric, Ethereum 2.0). And, the smart contract should
be properly installed in all these nodes to maintain the public
ledger of the domain information.

B. Threat Model

The capabilities of the adversary in our system are defined
as follows:

(1) The public channel is assumed to be fully controlled by
the adversary, as presented in the Dolev-Yao (DY) model [37].
The adversary could intercept, replay, eavesdrop, and modify
the messages transmitted through the public channel.

(2) IIoT devices would be at the risk of physical and cloning
attacks, e.g., power analysis. Hence, the adversary may access
the secrets and keys stored in IIoT devices.

(3) The server is modeled as a semi-honest entity, which
performs the protocol honestly but tries to acquire sensitive
information, such as factors. However, the long-term secret
keys of the server will not be accessed by the adversary as
assumed in [38]. The TA of each domain is always secure
and trustworthy.

(4) The blockchain is able to reliably manage the public
ledger. The recorded transactions are tamper-proofing and
always available. The adversary can query the ledger, but
cannot propose transactions or corrupt the blockchain system.

The adversary with aforementioned abilities is most likely
to perform the following known attacks:

(1) Impersonation attack: The adversary would try to imper-
sonate the server, or forge IIoT devices with derived factors.
Also, they may become the man-in-the-middle attacker and
modify transmitted messages to pass the verification.

(2) Replay attack: The adversary could intercept transmitted
messages and replay them later to perform this attack.

(3) Physical attack and loss of factors attack: The adversary
would capture IIoT devices to perform physical attacks and
derive secret keys or devices factors.

(4) Desynchronization attack: The adversary may intercept
the communication channel to desynchronize the update of
key materials or identity information.

C. Security Assumptions

The security assumptions of our proposed protocol are
discussed as follows.

The PUF circuit and the blockchain are all assumed to be
secure in our protocol. Furthermore, the underlying security
assumptions and difficult problems are defined as follows:
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Definition 1 (Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem):
Given any P , sP ∈ G, the probabilistic polynomial time (PPT)
adversary cannot get s with a non-negligible probability.

Definition 2 (Elliptic Curve Computational Diffie-Hellman
Problem): Given any aP , bP ∈ G to compute abP . The
PPT adversary cannot solve the ECDH problem with a non-
negligible probability.

Definition 3 (q-Strong Diffie-Hellman Assumption): Given
the cyclic group G with the prime order p, generator g of
group G, a ∈ Z∗p, and q > 0, for any PPT algorithm A, the
following function is negligible.

Pr[(x, g1/(a+x))← A(g, ga, ga
2

, ......, ga
q

) ∧ x ∈ Z∗p] ≤ ε

V. OUR PROPOSED PROTOCOL

This section describes the detailed discussion of our pro-
posed protocol. This protocol consists of four main phases
as shown in Fig. 3, including Registration (R.1∼R.5), Intra-
domain Authentication (A.1∼A.3), Cross-domain Authen-
tication (C.1∼C.8) authentication, and Key Negotiation.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of our protocol.
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Fig. 4. Registration.

A. Registration Phase

In this phase, the parameters of each domain are first
initialized. Then, the trusted authority registers the server and
devices. At last, we discuss the revoke and update processes.

1) Initialize system parameters (R.1): The TA of
each domain first initializes the dynamic accumulator to
acquire a tuple (Ga1,Ga2,GaT , r, e, y, Y, Ŷ ) as mentioned
in section III-B . Then, another elliptic curve cyclic
group Ga of order r is chosen with the generator
Pa. Besides, four hash functions are also defined as:
H1 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l1 , H2 : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}l2 ,
H3 : {0, 1}∗ × {0, 1}k → Z∗r , H4 : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗r , where l1
and l2 are the length of the hash functions, and k denotes the

length of the hash key. Last, the public parameters PPa =
(Ga1,Ga2,GaT ,Ga, Pa, ga1, ga2, r, e, y, Y, Ŷ ,Hi∈{1,2,3,4})
and the domain identity DIDa are made public.

2) Register the server and upload domain information
(R.2): The TA would distribute the public/private key
pair (sksa, PKsa) for the server. Afterward, the TA in-
vokes the smart contract to record the domain information
(H1(DIDa), PPa, version,∆a, PKsa) into the blockchain
ledger. The entities of each domain will update the key-value
state database for newly recorded transactions.

3) Register devices (R.3): The devices will choose a work-
ing mode i and an identity Tidi,j for this mode. The PUF
response R is derived to generate the PUF seed K(root,i)

with the chosen random number ri. Then, multiple factors
will be input in this mode and transformed into the parent
secret keys (ki, ci)=DerivePsk(R, ri, factors). Even if factors
are revealed, the attacker still cannot derive the correct par-
ent secret key (ki, ci) without the PUF response. Next, the
elements Ki, Ci will be further generated as well as a set
of pseudo identities Pid = (pid1, pid2, ..., pidn). The device
sends the (Ki, Ci, j, T idi,j , P id) to the TA.

4) Distribute key materials (R.4): Once receiving the reg-
istration request from IIoT device, the TA maps the elements
Ki, Ci to a selected value/witness pair xi/Wi, which is already
included in the accumulator. Then, the mapping table MT =
{Tidi,j : j, xi,Wi,Ki, Ci, P id} will be built. Afterward, the
mapping table is distributed to the server, and the value xi is
returned to the device.

The IIoT device specially protects the accumulator value xi
by encrypting it into the element β = EnH1(ki)(xi) and stores
{i : Tidi,j , j, β, ri, PUF, P id} locally. The server stores the
mapping table MT and also uses its long-term secret key to
protect the element xi as the device-side does.

5) Revoke and update device values (R.5): If the revocation
is required, the TA will remove xj from the accumulator ∆ by
computing ∆new = ∆(1/y+xj) and invoke the smart contract
to upload the new version of the domain information into
the blockchain. Moreover, the server will delete the revoked
information from mapping table and update each (xi,Wi) pair
by calculating Wnew

i = (Wi/∆new)1/(xj−xi).
If the device value xj needs to be updated, the TA and server

will first revoke the old value xj as mentioned above, and then
allocate an unused new (xnewi ,Wnew

i ) pair for the child public
key pair. Finally, the new value xnewi and (xnewi ,Wnew

i ) will
be respectively distributed to the device and server.
B. Intra-domain Authentication

In this phase, IIoT devices establish mutual intra-domain
authentication with the intra-domain server.

1) Sign intra-domain request (A.1): The devicea working
under the module i first reads the Tidi,j , j, β, ri from the
storage. Then, the parent private keys (ki, ci) are generated
to derive the jth child secret key ski,j and obtain the ac-
cumulator value xi = DeH1(ki)(β). Next, random numbers
n1, N1 = n1P are selected to compute D1 = n1PKsa and
perform the schnnor signature [39] s = skiH4(xi||N1) + n1.
Besides, the timestamp TS1 and the hash value Z1 are inserted
to resist the replay attack and ensure the integrity of the
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Fig. 5. Intra-domain authentication scheme.

transmitted messages. We will omit the description of TSi

and Zi in the following discussions.
The message M1 = {Tidi,j , j,N1, s, TS1, Z1} is sent to

the servera.
2) Verify signature (A.2): The servera retrieves the

elements (Ki, Ci, j) from the storage according to
the Tidi,j , and further derives the child public key
PKi,j=DeriveCpk(Ki, Ci, j) to verify the signature s.
If the signature is valid, the server accepts the device.
Then, Tidi,j+1 = H1(j + 1||xi||N1||N2) are calculated
with N1, N2 to update the one-time Tidi,j and the key pair
number. If necessary, the session identity and the session
key could be computed as SID = H1(Tidi,j ||N1||N2) and
H1(SID||D1||D2||xi), where the element D2 = n2N1.

The servera returns the message M2 = {N2, TS2, Z2} to
devicea, which contains the secret element D1 = N1sksa.

3) Authenticate server and build session key (A.3): After
the timestamp TS2 and the hash value Z2 are verified, the
devicea accepts the servera. Then, Tidi,j and j are updated
as aforementioned, and the session identity and session key
are computed to secure the following communications.

C. Cross-domain Authentication

In this phase, IIoT device first authenticates with the intra-
domain server to get the authorization of the cross-domain
request. Then, devices encode the accumulator value into the
request, and further send the request to the cross-domain
server. The server queries the accumulator from the blockchain
ledger and verifies whether the value of the requestor is
included in the accumulator. If so, the unilateral cross-domain
authentication succeeds.

1) Sign cross-domain request (C.1): This step is almost
the same as step A.1. The only difference is that the
identity IDb of the target deviceb in domain b is en-
crypted into ID∗b , and inserted into the message M3 =
{Tidi,j , j,N3, s, TS3, ID

∗
b , Z3}.

2) Verify signature and authorize request (C.2∼C3): In step
C.2, the servera verifies the signature as mentioned in step
A.2, and obtains IDb = DeH1(D∗

3 ||xi)(ID
∗
b ).

In step C.3, the servera queries the blockchain ledger to
acquire the information {PPb, ACCb, version, PKsb} of do-
main b. Nonce N4,b is selected to compute the secret element
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Fig. 6. Cross-domain authentication scheme.

D4,b = n4PKsb, which is used to encrypt four elements IDb

and IDa, the witness Wi, and the domain information version
into W ∗i . At last, the servera authorizes the cross-domain
request, and sends the message M4 = {N4,b, TS4,W

∗
i , Z4}

back to the devicea
Remark: The identities IDa and IDb here are composed of

the real identity of the IIoT device and the working mode i.
3) Verify server and forward cross-domain request

(C.4∼C5): Upon receiving M4, the devicea verifies the
timestamp and hash value to decide whether to accept the
servera and updates the Tidi,j as mentioned in step A.3.

In step C.5, the ZKPoK method is constructed. The ele-
ment rw ∈ Z∗r is chosen and combined with the accumu-
lator value xi and the random number random to generate
n5 = H4(random||xi), N5 = n5Pa, x = (Ŷ )rw, K =

H4(rw||xi)xi, R = g
H4(rw||xi)
2a .

Then, the devicea continues to forwarding the cross-domain
request M5 = {X,K,R,N4,b, N5, TS5,W

∗
i , Z5} to serverb.

4) Verify the cross-domain request and send the re-
sponse (C.6∼C.8): On receiving M5, the serverb first
queries the blockchain ledger to obtain the information
(PPa, version,ACCa, PKsa) of domain a. Then, the serverb
decrypts W ∗i by calculating DeH1(N4,b·sksb)(W

∗
i ) to obtain the

witness Wi of xi and the real identities IDb, IDa. Afterward,
the serverb checks whether e(Wi, Xg

K
2a) ==?e(ACCa, R).

If this equation holds, it means that the value xi of devicea
(under working mode i) is included in the accumulator. The
serverb authenticates the devicea successfully.

In step C.7, the serverb would locate the deviceb and sends
the cross-domain authentication result as well as the element
N5 to deviceb.

In step C.8, the deviceb will finally return the response to
the devicea.
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D. Mutual Cross-domain authentication and key negotiation

1) Mutual Cross-domain authentication: The intra-domain
protocol is mutual authentication. And, the cross-domain pro-
tocol discussed in section V-C is unilateral authentication,
where the devicea is authenticated by deviceb. When the mu-
tual cross-domain authentication is needed, the deviceb only
needs repeating the steps C.1∼C.8. After that, the authenticity
of deviceb would be verified by the devicea.

2) Key negotiation: Both sides of the communicators will
establish the session key and the session identity to protect the
public channel.

For the cross-domain request, we insert a long-term secret
xi into the Ephemeral Elliptic Curve based Diffie-Hellman
(ECDHE) based key exchange method. The communicators
(devicea and deviceb) will retain the random number N5a =
n5aP ,N5b = n5bP respectively. Then, the session key SK =
H1(n5aN5b) = H1(n5bN5a) as well as the session identity
SID = H1(N5a||N5b) could be computed.

For the intra-domain authentication, the way of negotiating
the session identity SID = H1(Tidi,j ||N1||N2||D1)and the
session key H1(SID||D1||D2||xi) has already been explain.

VI. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we first leverage BAN Logic to perform
the formal security proof for our intra-domain and cross-
domain authentication protocols. Then, the security features
and functionalities are discussed.

A. Formal Security Proof of BAN Logic

The goal of the authentication is to ensure that communi-
cators trust each other and communications are only carried
out among the authorized entities. Besides, the adversary
cannot perform malicious impersonation or access sensitive
information. Due to the increasing complexity of protocols, it
becomes more difficult to formally prove the security of the
authentication. However, the formal proof method BAN Logic
proposed by Burrows, Abadi, and Needham (BAN) [40] has
recently been used to express the belief and the reasoning for
the security of authentication [41], [42]. The review article [27]
also regarded BAN Logic as a formal security proof technique
for blockchain-based protocols. Hence, this paper leverages
BAN Logic to give the formal security proof.

To better understand the formal proof of the BAN logic, we
first give the related notations and definitions.

(1) P | ≡M . The entity P believes the message M .
(2) P CM . The entity P sees the message M .
(3) P | ∼M . The entity P sent the message M .
(4) P | ⇒ X . The entity P fully controls the message X .
(5) #(M). The message M is fresh.
(6) {M}K . The meessage M is encrypted by K.
(7) < M >Y . The message M is sent combined with Y .
(8) P SK←−−→ Q. Entities P and Q share the secret SK.

(9) P | ≡ KQ−−→ Q. P believes Q’s public key.
Then, the rules applied to the proof procedure are explained.

R.1 Message-meaning rule: If P believes K is shared
between P and Q, and P receives the M encrypted by K,
P will believe M was sent by Q.

P | ≡ P SK←−−→ Q,P CMK

P | ≡ Q| ∼M

We extend the message-meaning rule to the following
message-signature rule and accumulator rule :
R.2 Message-signature rule: If M is signed by the private

key of Q using the secure signature scheme and P believes
the public key of Q, P will believe M was sent by Q.

P | ≡ KQ−−→ Q,P C {M}K−1
Q

P | ≡ Q| ∼M

R.3 Accumulator rule: If P believes the accumulator ACC
and the witness Wi of xi, and P receives the message M that
contains Q’s value xi, P will believe M was sent by Q.

P | ≡ ACC,Wi−−−−−→ Q,QC < M >xi

P | ≡ Q| ∼M

R.4 Nonce verification rule: It checks the freshness of the
message M .

P | ≡ #(M), P | ≡ Q| ∼M
P | ≡ Q| ≡M

R.5 Jurisdiction rule: If P believes Q trusts and fully controls
the message X , P believes X .

P | ≡ |Q| ⇒ X,P | ≡ Q| ≡ X
P | ≡ X

R.6 Belief rule: If P believes Q trusts the message (X,Y ),
P also believes Q trust X .

P | ≡ Q| ≡ (X,Y )

P | ≡ Q| ≡ X

B. Formal proof of Intra-domain authentication

We analyze our protocol according to the proof steps
discussed in work [42].

B.1 Goal of authentication:
Our proposed intra-domain authentication should meet the

following goals. P is the IIoT device and Q is the server.
(1) P | ≡ (P

SK←−−→ Q) (Goal 1);
(2) Q| ≡ (P

SK←−−→ Q) (Goal 2);
B.2 Idealization process:
The process of intra-domain authentication is idealized as :
(1) The message M1:
P −−→ Q : (Tidi,j , j,N1, s, TS1, Z1, {xi, D1}(PKsa)−1).
(2) The message M2:
Q −−→ P : (Z2, < N1, N2, TS2 >(D1,xi)).
(3) The message Mc:
P −−→ Q : (< Tidi,j , N1, N2 >(D1,xi)). This message

idealizes the upcoming communication process.
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B.3 Assumption process:
The initial assumptions are made as follows:
S1: Q| ≡ P xi←−−→ Q; S2: P | ≡ P xi←−−→ Q;
S3: Q| ≡ #(N1, TS1); S4 : P | ≡ #(N2, TS2)

S5: Q| ≡ PKi,j−−−−→ P . This assumption shows that the server
holds the child public key of the IIoT device.
S6: Q| ≡ P | =⇒ SK. S7: P | ≡ Q| =⇒ SK.
B.4 Proof process:
Now, we perform the BAN logic proof by applying the rules

and assumptions.
(1) For message M1, Q sees (Tidi,j , j,N1, s, TS1, Z1, <

xi, D1 >(PKsa)−1). Considering the assumption S5, the
message-signature rule (R.2) and the security of the schnorr
signature proved in work [39], we get the step (2).

(2) Q| ≡ P | ∼M1. By applying the nonce-verification rule
to step (2), we get Q| ≡ P | ≡M1. The servera could use its
private key sksa to obtain D1 = sksaN1. Then, we acquire
the step (3) based on the belief rule (R.6) and S1.

(3) Q| ≡ P | ≡ (D1, N1, xi). For the message Mc, Q sees
< Tidi,j , N1, N2 >(D1,xi). Combining the proofs from step
(3) with the message-meaning rule, we get the step (4).

(4) Q| ≡ P | ∼ Mc. Combining the nonce-verification rule
with the step (4), we acquire the step (5).

(5) Q| ≡ P | ≡ (N1, N2, D1, xi). Considering the proofs
from step (3), (5), D2 = n1N2, S1, and the session key SK =

H1(SID||D1||D2||xi), we conclude that Q| ≡ P | ≡ P SK←−−→
Q. By applying the justification rule with the assumption S6,
we conclude that Q| ≡ P SK←−−→ Q (Goal 2).

(6) For the message M2, D1 can only be obtained by Q,
since the ECDH problem cannot be broken. Considering the
assumption S2, we could utilize the message-meaning rule
(R.1) to obtain step (7).

(7) P | ≡ Q| ∼ M2. Integrating the S4 into the nonce-
verification rule, we get P | ≡ Q| ≡ M2. Then, we apply the
belief rule to obtain step (8).

(8) P | ≡ Q| ≡ (N1, N2, D1, D2). From the S2 and the
step (8), and the session key SK = H1(SID||D1||D2||xi),
we conclude that P | ≡ Q| ≡ P

SK←−−→ Q. By applying the
justification rule to the assumption S7, we conclude that P | ≡
P

SK←−−→ Q (Goal 1).

C. Formal proof of Cross-domain authentication

C.1 Goal of authentication:
Our proposed cross-domain authentication should meet the

following goals. P is the requestor devicea and Q is the
receiver Serverb. It is noted that Serverb is able to forward
the results securely to deviceb. Thus, we replace the deviceb
with the serverb here for better understanding.

(1) P | ≡ (P
N5a←−−→ Q) (Goal 3);

(2) Q| ≡ (P
N5b←−−→ Q) (Goal 4);

The goal of the cross-domain authentication is that Q and P
should authenticate each other and accept the random numbers
N5a, N5b. The random numbers will be used to establish the
session key SK = n5aN5b = n5bN5a between devicea and
deviceb based on ECDHE.

C.2 Idealization process:
(1) The message M5a:
P −−→ Q : (X,< K,R >xi

, N4, N5a, < W ∗i >D4
)

The devicea sends the cross-domain request M5a authorized
by servera to serverb.

C.3 Assumption process:
S1: Q| ≡ ACCi−−−−→ P . This assumption simulates that the

serverb could query the blockchain ledger to get the accu-
mulator ACCi of each domain.
S2: Q| ≡ #(N4, N5a, TS5); S3: Q| ≡ P | =⇒ N5a

C.4 Proof process:
(1) For message M5a, Q sees (X,< K,R >xi , N4, N5a, <

Wi >D4
). First, D4 = sksbN4 is calculated using the

private key sksb of serverb to verify the authenticity of the
cross-domain request M5a and acquire the real witness Wi

of xi. Then, the equation e(Wi, Xg
K
2a) ==?e(ACCi, R) is

combined with S1 to verify whether xi is included in ACCi.
If so, we could use the accumulator rule (R.3) to get step (2).

(2) Q| ≡ P | ∼ M5a. By applying the nonce-verification
rule to step (2) and the S2, we get Q| ≡ P | ≡ M5a. Then,
the step (3) is acquired based on the belief rule.

(3) Q| ≡ P | ≡ (P
N5a←−−→ Q). Combining the justification

rule with S3, we get the step (4).
(4) Q| ≡ P N5a←−−→ Q (Goal 3). The serverb would send the

result of the cross-domain authentication and N5ato deviceb.
Similarly, if the mutual authentication is performed, we get

P | ≡ P
N5b←−−→ Q (Goal 4). The goals of the cross-domain

authentication would be satisfied.
That is to say, devicea and deviceb in different domains

could authenticate each other. Moreover, the random numbers
N5a and N5b will be used to negotiate the session key
SK = H1(n5bN5a) = H1(n5aN5b) to protect the cross-
domain public channel.

D. Discussion of Security Features and Functionalities

We first discuss the security features of our protocol.
(1) Intra-domain mutual authentication between IIoT device

and server:
a) The IIoT device is authenticated by server by verifying

the signature s. Assume that an adversary successfully forges
a valid message M1 to pass the server’s authentication, and
we can get sP = PKi,jH4(xi||N1) + N1. Although the
adversary does not know the secret key ski,j , the forking
lemma could be invoked to continue the attack. The same
random tape is chosen to input the same randomness. But the
different output from the hash oracle is chosen to compute the
valid login message. Therefore, the simulator could calculate
(s − s∗)(H4(xi||N1)−H4(xi||N1)∗)−1 as a solution to a
given instance (P, ski,jP ), which contradicts the hardness of
ECDL problem. Therefore, the adversary cannot forge the IIoT
device to pass the authentication.

b) The server is authenticated by the hash value Z2 . Assume
that an attacker forges a valid message M2 = {N2, TS2, Z2 =
H2(D1||∗)} to pass device’s verification and the private key of
the server is not revealed. It means the attacker has queried the
hash oracle and computed D∗1 = n1PKs = sksn1P . Di could
be the solution to solve the given instance (P, sksP, n1P ),
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which contradicts the hardness of ECDH problem. Thus, no
attacker could impersonate the server to pass the verification.

(2) Cross-domain mutual authentication between IIoT de-
vices: The IIoT device is authenticated by the on-chain accu-
mulator ACCi. The serverb will first decrypt W ∗i to obtain
witness Wi. Then, the accumulator ACCi is queried from the
blockchain to verify whether the value xi of the devicea is
included in ACCi through our ZKPoK method. If so, the
devicea is authenticated by the serverb as well as deviceb.

As xi is securely protected at device-side and also hidden in
X , R, it is difficult for the adversary to access the correct xi.
The adversary can only forge a new valid value/witness pair
to pass the verification, which contradicts the q-SDH assump-
tion. Therefore, the unilateral cross-domain authentication is
ensured. Similarly, the deviceb also could perform the mirror
operations to establish the cross-domain mutual authentication.

(3) Anonymity and unlinkability: The identities of the IIoT
devices are anonymous in our protocols. IIoT devices only
transmit one-time pseudo identities Tidi,j , or encode real
identities into ID∗b and W ∗i . As no real identity of IIoT devices
will be revealed, the anonymity could be ensured.

To support unlinkability, only the domain information will
be acquired from the blockchain ledger, and no device public
keys will be queried during the authentication. Moreover, the
pseudo identity Tidi,j is unlinkable and periodically updated.
It is hard for the adversary to link two messages to the same
requestor device. In general, our protocol can both reach the
unlinkability and anonymity, thus, preserving the privacy.

(4) Security of multiple factors: The multiple factors are
transformed into the parent secret keys ki and ci, and then
stored in the server in the form of Ki = kiP and Ci = ciP .
The adversary cannot break the ECDL problem to retrieve
parent secret keys and device factors. Therefore, the protection
of the multiple factors at server-side could be ensured.

(5) Strong forward secrecy: The session keys of our pro-
tocols are computed as SK = H1(SID||D1||D2||xi) and
SK = H1(n5aN5b). Assume that history messages as well
as the secret keys (sksa, sksb, xi) are disclosed. Without the
correct random numbers, it is still difficult for the adver-
sary to compromise the elements D2 = n1N2 and n5 =
H4(random||xi) and calculate the right session key. Thus,
our protocol can reach strong forward secrecy.

Then, we present the security functionalities to show how
our protocol resists various potential known attacks.

(1) Resistance to impersonation attack: If the attack wants
to impersonate an authenticated IIoT device or sever, it should
break our mutual authentication protocols. However, the secu-
rity of our mutual authentication protocols has all been proved.
The impersonation attack will not succeed.

(2) Resistance to replay attack: The random number mecha-
nism is applied to our protocol. As the random numbers N1 to
N5 are different for each session, the adversary cannot replay
valid authenticated requests to pass the verification. Hence,
our protocol resists the replay attack.

(3) Resistance to physical attack and loss of factors attack:
The PUF circuit is assumed to be secure, and the adversary
cannot clone or predict the right PUF response R to compute
the PUF seed H1(R||ri). If factors of the corrupted IIoT device

are leaked, without the PUF seed, the adversary still cannot
correctly encode these factors to calculate the right ci. As a
result, our protocol could prevent the loss of factors attack.

(4) Resistance to desynchronization attack: This attack will
intercept the channel and make only one side of the communi-
cators update the Tidi,j . However, the pseudo identity list Pid
is used to resist this kind of attack as mentioned in [41]. If
the desynchronization happens, any of the unused pidi could
replace the Tidi,j and establish the synchronization again.

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conducted the experiment to evaluate the performance
of our protocol. The results of six critical metrics, including ef-
ficiency, computation and communication overhead, on-chain
storage overhead, the performance of smart contract, and the
comparison of functionalities, are discussed in this section.

A. Experiment Settings

1) Entities in IIoT domains: We simulated two IIoT do-
mains in our experiment. Each domain contains an IIoT device,
a server, a trusted authority. Servers and trusted authorities in
two domains were deployed on a laptop with Intel core i5-
10210U @1.6GHz and 16GB Memory. The operations of IIoT
devices were executed on two Raspberry Pis 3B+.

2) Blockchain network: The blockchain network and the
smart contract were implemented by open-source project Hy-
perledger Fabric. Blockchain clients realized by Java-SDK
were installed on both servers and trusted authorities. They
could invoke or query the smart contract to manage the
blockchain ledger.

3) Multiple factors in IIoT device: We implemented three
types of factors in IIoT devices, including the PUF key,
the biometric key, and the serial number. The DRAM PUF
introduced in our previous work [43] provided the 128-bit PUF
response in our experiment. Moreover, the biometric feature
of the user was derived using the widespread face feature
extraction project Face Recognition. Then, a fuzzy extractor
was realized by BCH error correction code, to transform the
biometric feature and the PUF response into the 128-bit PUF
key and biometric key respectively. Last, the serial number
was simply loaded from the device storage.

4) Algorithms: Our proposed protocols were implemented
on the application layer based on HTTP protocol, which can
be conveniently ported to CoAP in IIoT applications. The
cryptography algorithms were realized by the Java JPBC 2.0.0
library and BouncyCastle 1.60 library. It is noted that the Type-
F pairing and the secp256r1 elliptic curve were chosen in our
implementation.

The average costs of all the cryptography operations used
in our protocols are shown in Table II, where H is the
general hash function, SMr1, SM1, SM2 denote the scalar
multiplications in Gr1/G1/G2, Exp1, Exp2, ExpT are the
exponentiations G1/G2/GT , PM2 and PMr1 are the point
additions in G2/Gr1, MT is the multiplication in GT , and
BP denotes the bilinear pairing.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE COSTS FOR CRYPTOGRAPHY OPERATIONS(UNIT: MILLISECOND)

Notations Device Server Notations Device Server

H 1.02 0.01 Exp1 51.62 5.52
SMr1 27.45 1.53 Exp2 105.86 8.92
SM1 56.89 5.87 ExpT 478.13 31.24
SM2 114.92 9.26 PM2 0.38 0.03
MT 4.13 0.14

BP 2168.47 132.94
PAr1 0.10 0.01

2577.28

319.22

1450.36

Fig. 7. Experiment results of consecutive authentication request. All the
devices take the PUF key and the serial number as factors, and only
the requestor (devicea) of the cross-domain authentication takes an extra
biometric key.

B. Efficiency

We proposed 1000 distinct consecutive intra-domain and
cross-domain mutual authentication requests. The actual time
cost of each request is recorded in Fig. 7 with the average time
marked in red. As shown in Fig. 7, the intra-domain request
only takes 319.22 ms, and the unilateral cross-domain request
takes 1450.36 ms, which already includes the time of deriving
the biometric feature at the requestor side (devicea). And, it
costs about 2577.28 ms to establish the mutual cross-domain
authentication, where the requestor and the receiver (devicea
and deviceb) authenticate each other and establish the session
key. Moreover, Fig. 7 also shows that the real time of each
request remains stable and varies around a red dashed line,
which depicts the average value of executing time.

In summary, the performance of our protocols is reliable
and efficient for IIoT applications.

TABLE III
STATS ON TIME-CONSUMING CRYPTOGRAPHY OPERATIONS

(IDA: INTRA-DOMAIN AUTHENTICATION, CDA: UNILATERAL
CROSS-DOMAIN AUTHENTICATION, KN:KEY NEGOTIATION)

Entity IDA+KN CDA

devicea 5SMr1 4SMr1+2Exp2

servera 6SMr1+2PAr1 6SMr1+2PAr1

deviceb 5SMr1 /
serverb 6SMr1+2PAr1 SMr1+Exp2+PM2+2BP

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION OVERHEAD ON DEVICES DURING

MUTUAL CDA AND KN

Schemes Costs on Subject Device Costs on Object Device

BlockCAM [10] 4SMr1+PAr1 4SMr1+PAr1

SCCA [12] 3SMr1 3SMr1

BASDA [4] 2SMr1+SM1+ExpT 2SMr1+SM1+ExpT

Our 6SMr1 +2Exp2 6SMr1 +2Exp2
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Fig. 8. Simulation result of the computation costs on IIoT devices during the
mutual cross-domain authentication (CDA) and key negotiation (KN).

C. Computation Overhead

To evaluate the computation overhead, we first count the
most time-consumption operations. Then, we presented the
simulation results to compare our protocol with related studies.

1) Theoretical analysis: The most time-consumption oper-
ations executed by all entities are summarized in Table III. It
takes the IIoT device 5SMr1 and the server 6SMr1+2PAr1 to
establish the intra-domain authentication and key negotiation.
To process the unilateral cross-domain authentication request,
the subject devicea and the servera cost 4SMr1+2Exp2
and 6SMr1+2PAr1 respectively. And, it takes the servrb
3SMr1+Exp2+PM2+PAr1+2BP to verify the request and
the object deviceb does nothing but to receive the result
and the random number N5. The unilateral cross-domain is
a symmetrical process, thus, the overhead for mutual cross-
domain request is easy to conclude. Since IIoT devices only
take few SMr1 operations and the server helps to afford many
heavy computation, the overhead would be acceptable for IIoT
devices, which were defined in the system model.

2) Simulation results: We compare the computation over-
head on IIoT devices of our protocol with other blockchain-
based cross-domain authentication mechanisms BlockCAM
[10], SCCA [12], and BASDA [4] . The server is assumed
to have decent computation resources, thus, we omit the
comparison of the costs on servers. As can been seen from
Table IV, the subject device (devicea) and the object device
(deviceb) have the same costs during the symmetric cross-
domain authentication process, and there is no heavy operation
like bilinear pairing executed by devices. Moreover, the simu-
lation results calculated at the same cryptography settings are
presented in Fig. 8. It indicates that the computation cost of all
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the mechanisms during the mutual CDA and KN is liner to the
number of the devices. It is also easy to find that our protocol
outperforms the BASDA [4], and the mechanisms BlockCAM
and SCCA have the similar computation overhead, which is
lower than our protocol.

Combining the theoretical analysis with the simulation
results, the computation overhead of our protocol is moderate
and suitable for IIoT devices defined in our system model.

D. Communication Overhead

We evaluate the communication overhead in this part. The
output of the H2 is 256 bits, the signature s is 256 bits, the
element X is 128 bits, the length of the element in G/G1/G2

is 256 bits, 256 bits, and 1024 bits. The real identity ID, TS,
j are all 32 bits, and Tidi,j is 128 bits. According to these
settings, the devicea sends the 156 bytes cross-domain request
M3 to servera, and receives the 185 bytes authorized request
M4. Then, the devciea encodes the value x1 into the 709 bytes
message M5. The message M5 will be forwarded to the cross-
domain serverb, to establish the cross-domain authentication.
The deviceb could perform mirror operations as devicea to
achieve the mutual authentication and key negotiation.

The cross-domain requests in our protocol and BASDA [4]
all need to be authorized by the domain server. However, the
devices in other two mechanisms BlockCAM [10] and SCCA
[12] can directly send the cross-domain requests without ask-
ing for the authorizations, thus bringing less communication
overhead. Our protocol affords more communication costs than
the most relevant work BASDA [4], which in all takes 768
bytes. The difference gap is mainly caused by the fact that
the device in our protocol should insert the elements X , K,
R, W ∗i into the cross-domain request message M5, which are
used to construct the ZKPoK method for the accumulator.
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Fig. 9. Storage overhead in the blockchain.

E. Storage Overhead on the Blockchain

To demonstrate the advantage of our protocol in consid-
eration of the storage overhead on the blockchain, we did
the comparison by setting 1000 public keys for each domain.
BlockCAM [10], SCCA [12], BASDA [4] will take 39.06
KB, 31.25 KB, and 15.63 KB on-chain storage resources for
each domain respectively, and our protocol only occupies 0.14
KB for each domain. As is shown in Fig. 9, our protocol

outperforms the other three mechanisms obviously with the
growth of the number of domains. The advantage of our
protocol could be explained by using our proposed trust-
building method. This novel method stores the accumulator in
the blockchain instead of a great number of the public keys or
certificates. In general, our work indeed reduces the on-chain
storage overhead greatly from the aspect of the application
protocol layer.
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Fig. 10. Experiment results of invoking the smart contract in different
blockchain networks.

F. Performance Evaluation of Smart Contract

In our protocol, the authentication phase only queries the
smart contract. And, the smart contract will only be invoked
during the registration and revocation processes. Hence, we
implemented blockchain networks with different domains to
evaluate the performance of smart contract in this part.

To initialize the blockchain, parameters BatchT imeout and
BatchSize are configured as 2 s and 10. We also set the abso-
lute maximum bytes of one block as 99 MB, and the preferred
maximum size as 512 KB. There are no transaction fees in our
consortium blockchain, and these basic settings are almost the
same as work [4]. The only difference is that BatchT imeout
in their work was set as 0.05 s. Besides, we simulated five
kinds of networks, which consist of different number of IIoT
domains. Each domain contains two blockchain nodes that
respectively act as the server and trusted authority.

To evaluate the performance, we recorded the latency of
querying and invoking the smart contract. The server only
queries the smart contract to retrieve data from the local copy
of the blockchain ledger, which is also built as a key-value
state database. Hence, the concurrent queries will not bring
latency problems. The query latency always keeps an efficient
value to be around 19.59 ms in our protocol.

The open-source project Hyperledger Caliper was leveraged
to record the invoke latency and simulate concurrent transac-
tions proposed at different send rates. The latency is recoded
from the time point that the smart contract is invoked to the
time point that the data is recorded into the blockchain.

As is shown in Fig. 10, the invoke latency reaches the
bottom when the send rate is 10 transactions per second (TPS),
which right equals to the parameter BatchSize. If the send
rate is less than 20 TPS, the latency is low and will not exceed
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TABLE V
SUMMARY OF SECURITY FEATURES AND FUNCTIONALITY

Security features and functionalities BlockCAM [10] SCCA [12] BASDA [4] Our protocol
Mutual authentication Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes Yes Yes
Unlinkability No No Yes Yes
Resistance to loss of factors attack No No No Yes
Resistance to replay attacks Yes Yes Yes Yes
Strong forward secrecy No Yes Yes Yes
aEfficiency Yes Yes No Yes
Low on-chain storage overhead No No No Yes
aThis feature presents that the time of authentication process will not be restricted by the throughputs
of the blockchain system.

the BatchT imeout (2 seconds). However, the invoke latency
will increase with more concurrent transactions needing to be
processed. There appears an interesting phenomenon that a
sharp increase point occurs for each kind of network with the
increasing send rate. The latency increases sharply at different
sharp points, where the send rate is 20, 30, and 50 TPS. It
indicates that the more domains the network has, the more
early the sharp point comes. This finding is as expected,
since our instanced blockchain network with more domains is
required to spend more time on verifying endorsed proposals
and validating sorted transactions.

The throughput of our networks is restricted to be less
than 50 TPS. However, it will not affect the efficiency of
authentication, as there is no need to propose transactions
during the authentication process in our protocol. Moreover,
when deployed in industrial environments, the throughput of
the blockchain network could reach 3500 TPS, even 20000
TPS [44]. In general, the query latency is satisfied to ensure
efficiency. And, the performance of the invoke latency would
not influence efficiency and could be further improved by
optimizing the blockchain network as the work [44] did.

G. Comparison of Security Features and Functionality
In this part, we compare the security features and function-

alities of our work with relevant protocols [4], [10], [12]. Table
V summaries the similarities and differences to show the novel
security properties that our work achieves.

As is shown in Table V, mutual authentication, anonymity,
and resistance to replay attack are basic security requirements
and all supported in state-of-the-art protocols. Besides, if
secure channels need to be built as required in [4], [12] and our
work, strong forward secrecy will also be provided to protect
session keys. Protocol [4] is not regarded as efficiency, as
new transactions need to be proposed during the authentication
process. The unlinkability is only achieved in our solution and
protocol [4]. However, only our work ensures efficiency and
unlinkability at the same time. Furthermore, our work supports
resistance to loss of factors attacks and low on-chain storage
overhead, which are all not included in other protocols.

This comparison shows that only our protocol provides
important properties of resistance to loss of factors attacks and
low on-chain storage overhead. In addition, our solution is also
a novel attempt to both achieve efficiency and unlinkability in
blockchain-based cross-domain authentication.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We have developed an efficient and privacy-preserving
multi-factor device authentication protocol using blockchain
for cross-domain IIoT, to secure the cross-domain device
collaborations. The formal security proof has been given
by BAN Logic, and the security discussion shows that our
protocol provides the protection of the multi-factor database
as well as the resistance to the loss of factor attack. Moreover,
the anonymity and unlinkability are also ensured to preserve
the privacy. The performance evaluation shows that our intra-
domain, unilateral cross-domain, and mutual cross-domain
protocols are efficient and reliable to take 319.22 ms, 1450.36
ms, and 2577.28 ms respectively, and the on-chain storage
overhead has been reduced to 0.14 KB for each domain
with 1000 public keys. Finally, the performance of the smart
contract is evaluated to show the scalability.
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